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.A natural class of probabilities
on the space of consumers’
\\hich market (i.e.. mean) demand is a (continuous)
function
preferences ma-\ be non-convex.

preferences
is presented for
of prices although individual

1. Introduction

There is a qualitative
difference
between individual
demand
and
market demand.
This is thoroughly
discussed in Mantel (1974) and
Shafer and Sonnenschein
(1982). While certain structures of individual
demand are lost in the process of aggregation others may be gained [cf.
Hildenbrand
(1982)]. The least that should be expected from aggregation is a continuous
market demand function even if individual
agents
may- have non-convex
preferences
and, therefore, set-valued demands.
The importance
of uniqueness
and, therefore - since demand correspondences are upper hen-u-continuous
- continuity
of market demand has
been sufficiently
motivated
elsewhere [cf. Allen (1980), Araujo and
Mas-Cole11 (1978). Dierker et al. (1980a,b), Hildenbrand
(1980) Sondermann ( 1975)].
In the present paper we shall present a natural class of probabilities
on
the space of preference
relations
yielding continuous
mean demand
functions which is dense in the set of all probabilities.
The characteristic
function of our approach relies on a natural parametrization
of preferences by prices which allows via Fubini’s Theorem
the consideration
of probabilities
whose support is the whole space of
preferences. The idea of ‘suitable diffusion’ as a necessary condition for
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uniqueness
of market demand
as expressed
in Debreu (1972) and
Hildenbrand
(1974) is given a concrete formalization.
The ‘uniform’ or
‘equal distribution’
which cannot be modelled on the huge space of
preferences is weakened to ‘equal distribution’
of any kind of demand
behavior over the space of budgets. Our concept of budget dispersiorl.
which was introduced by Dierker et al. (1981). defines a class of probabilities with the property that similar demand behavior occurs in similar
budget situations with similar probabilities.

2. The model
We consider I 2 2 perfectly divisible commodities. The consumption set
for every consumer is R’+, the non-negative
orthant of the commodit>
space R’. Paying regard to the homogeneity
of demand we normalize
budgets by assuming
all consumers’
wealth. $v, to be equal to one.
Accordingly,
we choose as price space P = ( p E R’ 1p X- O}. Let 5’ denote
the set of complete, weakly monotone.
continuous
preorderings
on R’,.
called preference relations, 2 E :p. The set :p endowed with the topolog>
of closed convergence [cf. Hildenbrand
(1974. p. 96)] is a Polish space.
i.e., a topologically complete, separable, metrizable space.
The demand set of an agent described by his wealth, M’= 1 and a
preference relation 2 at a price system p is
cp(k p)={x~R’+

1~x1

l.(ykx)=p~>

the set of 2 -maximal elements
demand correspondence

l}.

in the budget ser {x E R,

1ps I 1). The

qxF?xP+R+:(&p)-cp(2z.p)
is upper hemicontinuous
(u.h.c.). For any p E P this defines an u.h.c.
graph [cf.
correspondence
‘p(. , p) : ?P+ R’, which has a measurable
Hildenbrand
(1974, p. 102)].
To define mean (i.e., market) demand we need a probability measure ~1
on the u-field i:i;(??) of Bore1 subsets of :p. The market demand at the
price system p is
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For the concept of the integral of a correspondence
see Hildenbrand
(1974, p. 53). The price space P has in a natural way the structure of a
u-compact, locally compact commutative
group. The group operation is
coordinatewise
multiplication,
Formally,
for q, q’ E P define q. q’ =
(q,q;,
. , q/q,‘). Also by coordinatewise
multiplication
we get an action of
the group P on the consumption
set R’+,
PxR’++R+:
Now define

(q,x)-,x9=(q,x

The crucial
formula:

This

4,x,).

for any 2 E ~22and q E P the preference

Now consider

q.F(Y

,,...,

P)=q(

suggests

the action a of P on C!?defined

consequence

for demand

tY.q-l.p),

that

integrating

relation

2, E 9 by

by

is represented

by the following

or,equivalently

demand

at p over all preferences

t,,

q E P. can be done by integrating
demands at q .p for a fixed preference
o\.er prices q E P. Indeed, this can be done, and we shall show now how

it u-orks.
Following Furstenberg
(1971) we define now a generalization
of the
convolution
of measures for the case, that the two involved measures are
not defined on the same space.
Let 5 and p be measures on %(P) and $( ‘?), respectively. Let 5 @ p be
the product measure on %(P x 9). The convolution 6 * p is defined as
the image measure of 5 @ p under the mapping a, i.e., 5 * p = 5 @ p 0 a- ‘.
We can state now our dispersion concept which is a slight modification of price-dispersion
introduced
in Dierker et al. (1980a, b). It relies
on the fact that on the group P of prices there exists an invariant measure
which is (up to normalization)
also unique. Such a measure is called a
Haar measure.
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Definition.
A probability
p* on the
P-dispersed,
if there is a probability
continuous
with respect to the Haar
probability
p on (Y?, (:a( P)) such that

ofprrces

space Y:Pof preferences
is called
on (P, :is( P)) which is absolutely
measure on (P, :A( P)) and some
p* = .$ * p.

Note that the set of P-dispersed probabilities
on :i’ is a dense subset
the space of probabilities
on ~3 with the narrow (or weak) topology.

of

3. Result
Theorem.

Let p* be a P-dispersed

fpe:P

probability, on ( L:?.
:A(<:?)). Therl the
2. p)p*(d

2 )

It suffices to show that for any p E P the inner integral is a singleton.
necessary and sufficient condition for this is that for any p E P

A

market demandrelation

+ R’, definedbb, I;%( p) =/‘q(
bi‘

is a continuous function.
Proof:

By definition

of CL*we get

Here # denotes cardinality.
Now, since cp(a( 2 ‘. 4). p) = q( 2;. p) =
we get #cp(a( >- ‘, q), p) = #q( 2 ‘, q’p). Hence we are
4 O cp(?‘,P),
finished if for p-almost all preferences 2 E c::i‘we can show that

But, since 5 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure on
P and therefore also with respect to the Lebesque measure on P. this can
be concluded directly from Lemma 1, p. 593 in Mas-Cole11 and NeueQ.E.D.
feind (1977).
For a related result
Trockel (1983).

in the general

context

of mean

maximizers

see
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4. Concluding

ofprtces
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remarks

Clearly, the same result can be proved if wealth varies and prices are
normalized in some way. The acting group of prices respectively budgets
describes those aspects of preferences,
diffusion or ‘equal distribution’
which are needed. The ‘equal distribution’
is formalized by the Haar
measure on the acting group. This approach
provides a general and
natural
method to formalize
dispersion
of certain aspects on large
measure spaces on which there is not enough structure to define a notion
of an invariant measure.
The present dispersion concept has been used in Dierker et al. (198 1)
to define classes of measures
on consumers’
characteristics
yielding
continuously
differentiable
market demand functions. It is very likely
that the present dispersion
concept can also be used to bring about
structural restrictions
for market demand functions. Also formalization
of diversification
of information
might possibly be approached
in a
similar way.
It might be interesting for the reader to compare the present result and
the dispersion assumption
used to derive it, with the reasoning used by
Cournot (1838) to justify the assumption of a continuous
market demand
function
as opposed to non-continuous
individual
demand
[Cournot
( 1838. ch. IV, sect. 22), Walras (1874, 1877)] referring to this reasoning of
Cournot ascribed the continuity
of market demand to the ‘law of large
numbers’. Indeed, one may consider Birkhoff’s pointwise ergodic theorem as a very general version of the law of large numbers. But it is just
the ergodicity of the actions of group P restricted to the orbits P 0 2 ,
which allows the representation
of mean demand by the double integral
in the second line of our proof. The classical ‘space average equals time
average’ of statistical
mechanics
reappears
in our context as ‘space
average equals price average’ where ‘space’ means a space of preferences.
The possibility of a natural decomposition
of ?P in P-ergodic components
is the reason for the uniqueness
of market demand [cf. Trockel (1983)].
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